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I. INTRODUCTION
Arguably, the rubidium atomic frequency standard (RAFS) is the workhorse of ultraprecise timekeeping in space. 1 Its low weight, small volume, low power consumption, high reliability, 2 and relative radiation insensitivity 3 make it attractive for a host of diverse space missions; and its frequency stability rivals that of larger and heavier passive hydrogen masers. 4, 5 Consequently, Rb atomic clocks find application on Global Navigation Satellite System spacecraft (GNSS), for example, GPS, 6 BeiDou, 7 and Galileo; 8 they fly on communication system satellites, 2, 9 and they are planned for deep space missions. 10 Notwithstanding the RAFS' attractive characteristics and ubiquity, system and space mission planners are continually pushing for better performance from the device in order to meet stricter system and mission requirements. In particular, lower levels of stochastic frequency fluctuations (on time scales of 10 3 s and longer) and smaller rates of deterministic frequency aging are desired, since both determine the clock's ultimate timekeeping ability. Unfortunately, at the present time the mechanism(s) behind frequency aging in the RAFS remains unknown, 11 as does the stochastic process (or processes) driving the clock's random-walk frequency noise. 12, 13 Consequently, without an understanding of the underlying mechanisms behind these processes, empirical engineering is the only path forward for Rb atomic clock improvement.
Of the many physical processes that could play a role in the Rb clock's long-term frequency stability, 14 the light shift (or ac Stark shift) 15, 16 is high on the suspect list. (For example, with a temperature sensitivity of $4 Â 10 À15 / C, 4 temperature variations of a GPS RAFS are likely of secondary importance.) Briefly, it is thought that low-level variations in the intensity and/or the spectrum of the lamplight entering the clock's resonance cell could produce relatively large time varying shifts in the 87 Rb atom's ground-state hyperfine splitting as a consequence of virtual (optical) photon absorption. Understanding the role that the light shift plays in the Rb clock's frequency stability therefore requires a more holistic approach to the problem then has been typical in the past. Not only is it necessary to have a better understanding of the magnitude and stability of the device's light-shift coefficient j LS , but also one must have a clear characterization of the magnitude and temporal behavior of the light's variations. Here, we examine the long-term frequency and light intensity histories of on-orbit GPS RAFS (histories that in many cases span more than a decade) in order to address three basic questions: (1) what is the constancy of the lightshift coefficient over time; (2) what is the manner of random and deterministic light intensity variations for the Rb clock's rf-discharge lamp over the long term, and (3) what are the limitations that light intensity fluctuations place on the stability of high-quality space-borne Rb atomic clocks via the ac Stark shift?
In Section II, we give a brief overview of the Rb clock's functioning and the light shift in order to provide a context for what follows. Then, in Section III we examine the temporal signatures of light intensity variations for a family of GPS Block-IIR RAFS, cataloging these as: (a) deterministic light intensity aging, (b) light intensity jumps of random occurrence, (c) periodic light intensity ramps of unpredictable length and magnitude, and (d) continuous non-stationary light intensity noise. In Section IV, we correlate the light intensity variations with clock frequency variations in order to obtain on-orbit estimates of the various GPS RAFS' light-shift coefficients, and to consider the long-term constancy of the lightshift coefficient in these devices. Finally, in Section V, we examine the long-term frequency fluctuations of the GPS Rb clocks, and compare this to the frequency fluctuations inferred from lamplight intensity noise and the light-shift coefficient, arguing that lamplight intensity noise (via the ac Stark shift) plays a significant role in limiting the long-term frequency stability of high-quality space-borne Rb clocks.
II. THE RUBIDIUM ATOMIC CLOCK AND THE LIGHT SHIFT
A. Overview of the Rb Clock Figure 1 shows the physics package of the generic Rb atomic clock: an rf-discharge lamp (i.e., an inductively coupled plasma or ICP), a filter cell, a resonance cell, and a photodetector, with the resonance cell inside a microwave cavity that is tuned to the 87 Rb atom's hyperfine resonance frequency at 6834.7 MHz. The Rb resonance light generated by the ICP passes through the filter cell, and in so doing has its optical spectrum "shaped" [17] [18] [19] so that it can efficiently produce an atomic signal via the optical-pumping process. 20 As a consequence of optical pumping, the steady-state population of atoms in the absorbing hyperfine level (i.e., F ¼ 1) is reduced, and so the Rb vapor in the resonance cell becomes (to some degree) transparent to the ICP light. With the Rb vapor absorbing little light, more passes through to the photodiode.
If microwaves are applied to the vapor at the hyperfine resonance frequency, atoms are forced by the microwave signal to return to the absorbing hyperfine state. Consequently, more light gets absorbed by the vapor, and less passes through to the photodiode. The change in transmitted light intensity corresponds to the amplitude of the atomic clock signal, which can be used in a feedback loop to lock the source of the microwave signal (e.g., a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator, VCXO, at $10 MHz) to the atomic hyperfine resonance frequency. 14 The Rb resonance light from the ICP is, thus, crucial to the RAFS' operation, since it generates the atomic signal via optical pumping, and it monitors the atoms' absorption of the microwaves. The light also plays a role in defining the clock's output frequency via the ac Stark shift.
B. The ac stark shift or light shift
In semiclassical electrodynamics, 15, 16 the light shift arises as a second-order interaction between an atom's induced dipole moment and the light's perturbing electric field. For present purposes, we consider the atom as a polarizable medium with a (frequency dependent) polarizability a(x). The perturbing electric field of the light,ẼðxÞ, will then induce a dipole momentpðxÞ in the atom pðxÞ ¼ aðxÞẼðxÞ:
This dipole moment interacts in second-order with the electric field that produced it, thereby perturbing the atom's energy by de
The perturbation of the atom's energy level structure manifests itself as a shift in the atom's ground-state hyperfine splitting, h hfs ¼ (e F¼2 À e F¼1 )
FIG. 1. Block diagram of the prototypical Rb atomic clock. The 87 Rb rfdischarge lamp (i.e., an inductivelycoupled plasma) emits spectral lines that originate in a rubidium excited state and terminate on one of the two ground-state hyperfine levels of the atom (i.e., F ¼ 2 and F ¼ 1). Due to a coincidence of nature, one of these spectral lines is absorbed by the 85 Rb atoms in the resonance cell, allowing the other spectral line to pass through, where it can create a population imbalance between the ground-state hyperfine levels via optical pumping.
While the light shift expressed by Eq. (3) is valid for a monochromatic electromagnetic wave, it is important to recognize that the light emitted by the ICP is relatively broad band, [21] [22] [23] with each spectral component contributing to the overall fractional-frequency light shift via Eq. (3). Further, as illustrated in Fig. 1 the spectrum of the light from the ICP will be modified on passage through the filter cell, [17] [18] [19] and will also be affected by passage through the vapor of the resonance cell. 24 Thus, if we consider the atomic signal of the clock as generated within some local region of the resonance cell, 25, 26 we can express the actual light shift of the clock in terms of a light-intensity attenuation factor after passage through the filter cell g, an attenuation factor for light propagation from the front of the resonance cell to the atomicsignal generating region n, and a normalized ICP Rb light spectrum in the resonance cell S(x)
, we re-express Eq. (4a) as
where b is the light-shift coefficient of the atomic clock. (Note that the actual sign of the light-shift coefficient depends on the integrated overlap of Da(x) and S(x); in general, the sign is immaterial to RAFS performance, since the quantity of real interest is the magnitude of any changes in y LS .) As a functional of S(x), b will depend on the emission spectrum of the ICP, which gives b a dependence on the rfpower driving the discharge P rf , and the rf-discharge lamp's temperature T L . Through S(x), b also depends on the spectral shaping properties of the filter cell (determined by the filter-cell temperature T F ), and quite likely, some spectral shaping properties of the resonance cell (determined by the resonance-cell temperature, T R ). Therefore, even for Rb clocks of the same design, we should expect variation in b, since the ICP, the filter cell, and the resonance cell will always have some family-wide variance in the parameters P rf , T L , T F , and T R . Further, we would not be too surprised to find that b is a slowly varying function of time, since we could reasonably anticipate long-term variations in P rf , T L , T F , and/or T R for a RAFS (certainly over the course of a RAFS' decade-long lifetime). The light intensity in the resonance cell I (equal to gnE o 2 ), also depends on these parameters, since a change in P rf or T L can affect E o 2 , and variations in T F and T R affect g and n, respectively. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to suspect variations in the light shift arising from both b and I, especially when one is looking at RAFS behavior over decade-long time scales.
Equation (5) defines the clock's "full" light shift. However, we are typically not interested in the full light shift, but rather, variations in the light shift. More specifically, the "operational" light shift of a RAFS is defined as the change in clock frequency associated with a change in ICP light intensity, which we will label as d LS : when we observe a light-induced frequency change in a RAFS, we are not seeing the light shift transition from "off" to "on"; rather, we are seeing a change in the light shift from one value to another. Therefore, defining I o as the average light intensity in the atomic-signal generating region of the clock's resonance cell, and DI(t) as a change in ICP light intensity, we have
where j LS is the parameter routinely reported in the literature for a clock's light-shift coefficient, often in units of % À1 .
(Note that clock-to-clock comparisons among j LS values should be treated with caution, since j LS is proportional to I o . 27 ) If we further assume that b changes slowly in time, then it can be expanded in a Taylor series to first order yielding
where b o is the nominal light-shift coefficient of the RAFS. As will be discussed subsequently, on average the light-shift coefficient for the GPS Block-IIR Rb clocks has the value j LS ¼ À1.9 Â 10 À12 /%. Notwithstanding b's dependence on a number of ICP independent Rb clock operating parameters (e.g., T F and T R ), it is our contention that the ICP's parameters are the most prone to variation. For example, the filter cell and resonance cell are passive devices in terms of their effect on I o and S(x), and their temperature stability is a matter of straightforward (though careful) engineering. Consequently, we expect little real variation in T F and T R , and any small variation that does occur will likely be continuous as opposed to abrupt (barring failures). However, the alkali rf-discharge lamp is a nonlinear device, 28 and its typical operating regime in a Rb atomic clock pushes it close to instability. 29 
III. CHANGES IN THE ICP LIGHT INTENSITY REACHING THE RAFS PHOTODETECTOR

A. ICP light intensity telemetry analysis
We obtained on-orbit light-telemetry data from 10 Block-IIR GPS RAFS. On average, the light intensity for a single RAFS was monitored over a period of 12 years, so that our data represent a unique resource for studying RAFS ICP light intensity variations and light shifts. Unfortunately, in its raw form the light telemetry data is limited in resolution by the telemetry signal's bit-level quantization, D q , and does not allow detection of the small light-shift-inducing variations that are of most interest. However, the telemetry signal also contains noise, which causes the telemetry signal to fluctuate randomly between quantized levels. The standard deviation of the telemetry noise normalized to D q , which we will label as r x , was approximately 60.85. Consequently, to get below the quantization limit we averaged our light telemetry data over 24-h periods.
To illustrate the effect of random noise on the telemetry signal, and its potential for biasing our light-telemetry estimates, we can consider a telemetry signal, V r , (prior to quantization) offset from its nearest quantized value by dv:
To proceed, we restrict dv to 6D q /4, so that given our estimate of r x three quantized levels should provide a fair representation of the full range of possible observed telemetry values. Then, assuming normally distributed telemetry signal fluctuations prior to quantization, the average telemetry signal will be given by
where x is a mean-zero random variable with variance r x 2 , and P(z ! a) is the probability for having z ! a. Evaluating Eq. (8b) to find the bias, e, in our estimate of V r (normalized to D q ), we have 
The bias is shown in Fig. 2 , and the magnitude of its mean value over the range of dv that we analyzed is 0.03D q .
Considering standard 8-bit quantization, this would imply an average ability to resolve normalized ICP light intensity variations at the 0.01% level (or better) without bias. (As other quantized levels are included in the analysis, the bias computed via generalizations of Eq. (8a) reduces in size.)
Consequently, we will ignore any potential bias in our estimates of the light intensity telemetry in what follows. Figure 3 shows one example of the long-term deterministic trend of RAFS lamplight intensity; this data was obtained from GPS SVN-54. As is clear from the figure, the deterministic trend is reasonably well modeled by a decaying exponential sitting on a line
B. Deterministic ICP light intensity variations
All of the RAFS for which we have data show deterministic trends reasonably well-modeled by this form. The best fit coefficients for each of the RAFS are collected in Table I , and for the family of GPS Block-IIR RAFS we have A ¼ ð1:2160:60Þ%; As a consequence of the light-shift effect, one might reasonably assume that frequency aging in the RAFS is related to these deterministic ICP light-intensity trends. Briefly, combining Eqs. (6) and (10) (assuming _ b ¼ 0) and taking the derivative, one obtains
Therefore, in the short term (i.e., t ( s) one would predict for an ICP light-induced frequency aging rate
while in the long term one would predict
These, however, have the wrong sign and are at least an order of magnitude too small to account for the RAFS frequency aging that is actually observed on-orbit. 30 Thus, RAFS frequency aging would appear to be unrelated to deterministic ICP light (intensity) variations. That said, however, Eq. (13b) represents a lower bound to RAFS frequency aging: deterministic variations in the light intensity emitted by a RAFS' rf-discharge lamp limit its frequency aging to levels no lower than about 5 Â 10 À16 /day.
C. ICP light intensity jumps, ramps, and non-stationary noise
Superimposed on the deterministic trend of the light intensity emitted by the RAFS' ICP, there appear to be at least three distinct types of random variation: (1) light intensity jumps of random occurrence, (2) periodic light intensity ramps of unpredictable length and magnitude, and (3) continuous non-stationary ICP light intensity noise, which appears to be best characterized as either flicker noise or randomwalk noise. Figures 4 and 5 show examples of ICP light intensity jumps and periodic ramps, respectively. Notice that the magnitudes of the ICP light intensity jumps are not insignificant: at levels $0.15% they correspond to light-induced RAFS frequency jumps $3 Â 10 À13 (using jj LS j ¼ 2 Â 10 À12 /%). Similarly, the amplitude of the periodic ICP light intensity ramps is $0.05%, giving rise to light-induced RAFS frequency ramps of $1 Â 10 À13 .
A number of the RAFS did not display clear ICP light intensity jumps nor clear periodic ICP light intensity ramps. They did, however, appear to show what can only be described as continuous non-stationary noise. Specifically, we write the light intensity telemetry signal noise (after 24-h averaging) for the RAFS in the K th space vehicle as
where x(t) is normally distributed measurement noise (independent of the ICP), which may (or may not) be stationary. Time series of f K are shown in Fig. 6 for SVNs 43, 49, 60, and 61. In order to estimate the Allan deviation of x(t), which we define as the "noise floor" of our light intensity measurements, we choose two quiescent periods in the data of Fig. 6 : for SVN-49 the quiescent period was between days 1300 and 1550, and for SVN-61 between days 1650 and 1900. Though our actual ability to see random light intensity variations could be lower than our estimated noise floor, the estimated noise floor is certainly an upper bound on our true noise floor. The Allan deviation of f K (t), r f (s), was then computed for the much longer data history. Specifically, due to gaps in the data we restricted our analysis of SVN-49 to t > 400 days, and SVN-43 to t > 1000 days. For SVN-60 and SVN-61 the full data record was employed in the Allan deviation computation. The results of the Allan deviation computation are shown in Fig. 7 . As a consequence of the limitations imposed by our noise floor, we cannot say if the light intensity itself displays white noise for s 1 day. However, it does appear that the ICP light intensity shows random-walk and perhaps flicker noise for s > 10 days. The two dashed lines passing through the data represent estimates of the ICP light intensity's Allan deviation, fit to the form r f ðsÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
. For the upper curve, we find a ¼ 4.0 Â 10 À5 , b¼ 0, and c ¼ 1.5 Â 10 À5 ; for the lower curve we find a ¼ 4.5 Â 10 À5 , b ¼ 4.0 Â 10 À5 , and c ¼ 3 Â 10 À6 (with s in days).
Before closing this section, we note that the ICP light intensity "jumps" illustrated in Fig. 4 might not be true discontinuous changes in light intensity. Since our data correspond to 1-day averages, all we can say regarding the jumps of Fig. 4 is that within a 24-h period the light intensity changed significantly. When or how long it took for the change to occur during that 24-h window we cannot say. Further, as illustrated in Fig. 1 our telemetry data actually corresponds to the ICP light intensity reaching the photodetector after passage through the filter cell and the resonance cell; and while we believe that all light intensity variations arise within the rf-discharge lamp, as opposed to the filter cell or resonance cell, our telemetry data alone do not unequivocally support that conjecture. Thus, the on-orbit data alone admits the possibility that the "jumps" might arise from continuous changes in T F and/or T R over the 24-h averaging window.
Fortunately, in a completely separate study where two of us (MH and JC) are collaborating on an experiment to evaluate GE-180 glass for RAFS rf-discharge lamps, 31 we have been able to observe light intensity jumps originating directly in an alkali ICP. Briefly, an important lamp failure mechanism in a RAFS is Rb consumption by the lamp bulb's glass walls. 32 With Corning 1720 glass no longer available for the lamps used in Rb clocks, the study is looking to quantify the consumption rate of Rb by GE-180 glass, which is a potential Corning 1720 replacement. As part of that study, the emission spectra for all of the lamps are recorded every 15 min (over the wavelength range 350 to 1020 nm). Our data records are routinely 30 days long with gaps of about a week when we assess the Rb consumption over the 30-day lamp operating time. While in operation, the rf-discharge lamps are open to the laboratory environment, and not actually housed in a RAFS. For the present, since the period of these ramps is on the order of a year, we treat them as noise. However, prudence dictates that we keep ourselves open to a possible connection between these extremely slow (potential) ramps and the lamplight intensity ramps shown in Fig. 5 . intensity, and as shown in the figure, the Rb light intensity jumps while the Xe light intensity remains constant. Constancy of the Xe light intensity implies that the change in Rb light intensity cannot be due to a systematic instability in the light-measurement system, as this would affect both the Rb light intensity and the Xe light intensity. Fitting the Rb light intensity change to a logistic function, the time scale of the jumps appears to be on the order of one hour or less, and the magnitudes of the jumps are $1%. While these jump magnitudes are larger than those observed on orbit, their larger magnitudes might be a consequence of operating the ICPs in a laboratory environment as opposed to the carefully controlled environment inside a GPS RAFS. Regardless of these (in our opinion) slight discrepancies, the data of Fig.  8 provide independent evidence for light intensity jumps occurring in a RAFS' rf-discharge lamp, and suggest that the time scale of the jumps is much less than 24 h. In future work we will be analyzing these laboratory ICP light intensity histories more carefully, in the hopes of elucidating the mechanism driving rf-discharge lamp instability.
IV. ON-ORBIT LIGHT-SHIFT COEFFICIENTS
A. Estimation of j LS from on-orbit data
In order to estimate j LS from the on-orbit light telemetry and archived frequency-offset data, we employed two methods. 33 For the first, we correlated RAFS frequency jumps with observed ICP light intensity jumps. Specifically, given a light intensity jump at time t i of a given duration, there will be a corresponding relative frequency jump, which then yields an estimate of the RAFS' light-shift coefficientĵ LŜ
Obviously, the larger the light intensity and frequency jumps relative to their respective noise levels, the better the estimate ofĵ LS . In what follows, we refer to this technique for estimating the light-shift coefficient as the "jump method."
The second method was more general, and made use of any type of deterministic ICP light intensity variation that resulted in a correlated frequency variation. The initial step in this method consisted of removing uncorrelated (or potentially uncorrelated) trends from the measured RAFS frequency and light intensity values. In particular, for those time periods when frequency aging and/or ICP light intensity aging changed with time (see for example, Fig. 3 ), we estimated and removed the aging for each time period over which it could be considered nearly constant. From Eq. (6) it follows that such detrended frequency and ICP light intensity data (y D (t) and DI(t)/I o , respectively) should satisfy
if the detrended frequency is changing as a consequence of the light shift effect. Here, y is an average frequency offset of the RAFS over the particular time interval of correlation that is unrelated to the ICP light intensity (and not captured by the detrending), and x(t) is a noise term. Performing a least-squares linear fit between y D (t) and DI(t)/I o over the time interval of apparent correlation, the slope becomes our estimateĵ LS . Clearly, the closer the Pearson-product correlation coefficient r to 61, the better the estimate ofĵ LS . In what follows, we will refer to this technique for estimating the light-shift coefficient as the "correlation method."
As an illustration of the correlation method, Fig. 9 (a) shows frequency and light intensity data for the operational RAFS on-board satellite SVN-46 for the period 1 January 2008 to 30 January 2014. Over the short term (10 days), the frequency and the light intensity show a similar periodic behavior, which can be used to estimate the light-shift coefficient via the correlation method. As noted, the first step is to estimate and remove the uncorrelated linear trends. Then, employing the detrended data we search for periods with FIG. 8 . Two examples of lamplight intensity jumps observed in the laboratory from a study aimed at measuring the Rb consumption rate for GE-180 glass. The solid line through the 795 nm Rb light intensity is a logistic function (i.e., S 795 (t) ¼ S o þ dS/(1 þ e t/s )), whose parameters dS and s characterize the jump: for the jump in (a) we have dS ¼ 1.5% and s ¼ 1 h, while for the jump in (b) we have dS ¼ 0.75% and s ¼ 0.5 h.
"high" correlation between light intensity variations and frequency variations. Specifically, we looked for periods when the absolute value of the Pearson-product correlation coefficient was larger than 0.5. Though chosen somewhat arbitrarily, this threshold value is often taken as indicative of a reasonably large effect when data may be influenced by many factors. 34 For each of the selected periods, we then computedĵ LS via Eq. (16) , with the standard error of the slope as our estimate of the uncertainty inĵ LS . As a further check against accepting errant light-shift coefficient values, we only accepted those estimates ofĵ LS whose value was non-zero at a 95% confidence level. For the data of Fig. 9(a) , we found six periods satisfying our constraints, and the correlation for one of those periods is shown in Fig. 9(b) .
B. Time variation of the light-shift coefficient
In previous work, Camparo hypothesized that changes in a RAFS' light-shift coefficient might be responsible for frequency aging. 30 Briefly, if we define the linear frequency aging rate D, of a RAFS through y(t) ¼ Dt, then according to Camparo's hypothesis and Eq. (7) we should have
To examine this hypothesis, we used the jump method to estimate the light-shift coefficient for GPS Block-IIR SVN-41, which is a RAFS for which we have our longest set of light-shift coefficient values. These are shown in Fig. 10 , and span over a decade. In order to create such a long record of on-orbit light-shift coefficient determinations, we combined our estimates of light-induced frequency jumps (post 2007) with those recorded by Epstein et al. (2001 Epstein et al. ( to 2005 . 35 As noted by Camparo, 30 D SVN-41 ¼ À3.75 Â 10 À14 /day, and from Eq. (17) this frequency aging rate would require _ j LS ¼ À1:37 Â 10 -13 =ð% Á yrÞ. However, this value is much larger than the slope of the regression line for the data of Fig. 10 : _ j LS ¼ þð0:2760:56Þ Â 10 -13 =ð% Á yrÞ. Specifically, employing the standard error of _ j LS , the probability for this RAFS' frequency aging to be due to a temporal change of the light-shift coefficient is only 0.0017 (i.e., the probability that _ j LS D SVN-41 , noting that D SVN-41 is negative). Thus, the data from this particular RAFS does not support Camparo's hypothesis. Moreover, considering the change in the lightshift coefficient for SVN-46, obtained from the data shown in Fig. 9(a) , we get _ j LS ¼ Àð0:461:6Þ Â 10 -13 =ð% Á yrÞ. While the uncertainty in _ j LS for SVN-46 is larger than that of SVN-41 (as a consequence of its shorter data length), the null result is consistent with SVN-41. Thus, it is our opinion that these data cast extreme doubt on the notion that D ¼ _ j LS .
C. RAFS-to-RAFS variation of j LS In total, we were able to estimate light-shift coefficients for eight Block-IIR GPS RAFS. These are collected in Table  II , and plotted in Fig. 11 . All of the RAFS had negative light-shift coefficients, and as suggested by the data of coefficient (error bars are estimates of the 95% confidence intervals). This of course makes sense, as E o 2 , g, n, and S(x) can all be expected to have variance about some family-wide average value. Further, though we were only able to estimate the light-shift coefficient using the jump method for two RAFS, there appears to be no systematic variation inĵ LS for the jump and correlation methods. Taken together, the family-wide average value of j LS is À1.9 Â 10 À12 /% with a family-wide standard deviation of 60.3 Â 10 À12 /%.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
As noted previously, in order to understand the role of the light shift in high-quality space-borne RAFS, it is necessary to know the RAFS' light-shift coefficient and the forms of possible ICP light intensity variations. Barring the deterministic ICP light-level trend, for which we have fairly consistent data across the family of Block-IIR GPS RAFS, we presently have only a catalogue of various types of stochastic ICP light intensity behavior: light intensity jumps, light intensity ramps, and non-stationary light intensity noise. In future work, we intend to examine the statistical properties of this data in more detail, and hopefully gain a fuller description. Nevertheless, there are several statements we can make at the present time regarding the light shift in highquality space-borne RAFS:
(1) The deterministic light-level trend of a RAFS' rfdischarge lamp plays no role in the frequency aging of present-day RAFS. That said, however, the deterministic light-level trend does place a lower bound on frequency aging: $5 Â 10 À16 /day. (2) Jumps and ramps in the light level coming from the RAFS' inductively-coupled plasma (i.e., the rf-discharge lamp used for optical pumping) make their appearance in the RAFS' output frequency at levels on the order of 10 À13 . These could be reduced in size by making the inductively-coupled plasma quieter and/or the RAFS' light-shift coefficient smaller. (3) Non-stationary rf-discharge lamp noise must play a role in setting a lower limit to the RAFS' long-term frequency stability via the light shift.
With regard to this last point, we can actually go a bit further. Based on the data shown in Fig. 7 for SVN-49, SVN-60, and SVN-61, we expect the ICP light intensity from a highquality RAFS to show random-walk behavior: r f (s) ¼ 5.1 Â 10 À8 s 1/2 , where s is now in seconds. Combining this Allan deviation of the light intensity with the family-wide RAFS light-shift coefficient, we obtain an estimate of the ICP lightinferred Allan deviation of the RAFS, j LS r f (s). This is shown in Fig. 12 , along with the results of the actual performance of the Block-IIR GSP RAFS measured on the ground by the manufacturer. 4 In the figure, the dark grey region corresponds to a 95% confidence interval for the family-wide variability of j LS . The data clearly suggest that the long-term stability of these high-quality RAFS is significantly influenced by the random variability of the light intensity from the rf-discharge lamp. If further analyses reach the same conclusion, it would point the way to a major improvement in high-quality spaceborne RAFS. It would suggest that the random-walk frequency noise of a RAFS can be significantly lessened by making the rf-discharge lamp quieter and/or reducing the RAFS' light-shift coefficient. For such an improved RAFS, the data of Fig. 12 suggest the possibility of a RAFS breaking into the 10 À16 frequency stability range, which would certainly result in new and novel concepts for space systems, and enhanced capabilities for deep-space missions.
